Tech Tools
1. Zoom
a. The ABCs of Zoom Polls
Hint: must be signed into institutional account and have latest Zoom version
b. How to create your own Zoom Poll
When presenting, it helps to have a co-host who can launch the poll for you
c. Detail on using Zoom Emojis
Great for commitment exercises like the ECG game with “Cardiology c/s” or “D/C”
2. Roundsy: an alternative for virtual small groups
a. Random assortment of virtual small group sessions
b. Automatic shuffling: conducive to meet and greet and decreases host burden
3. Poll Everywhere
a. How to create a Poll Everywhere poll
b. How to embed Poll Everywhere questions in your presentation
Hint: For PCs, you need a plug-in. For Macs, there’s a separate app.
4. Kahoot
a. Kahoot leads you through how to design a quiz. Audience feedback with a
catchy framework.
Hint: Basics are free. Sign up for a 7 day free trial to get access to advanced
options like word mapping and more complex question styles.
5. Canva
a. Canva is awesome for high-resolution pictures or for making infographics,
charts, and logos (plenty of free content). It has a presentation option, too.
b. How to make an infographic in 5 steps.
c. Infographics are great as a study tool or to share with others. This infographic
was made via Canva.
6. Presentation design for medical educators: Nice summary with quick resources for
how to jazz up your presentations.
7. Free sites for high-resolution pics: Flickr, Pixabay, Wikimedia, Morguefile
8. QR codes: This QR code generator site is free and easy to use.
a. Copy the link you want to make into a QR code.
b. Go to this site and paste your link.
c. Download or (super simple tech alert!) take a screenshot of the QR code.
9. Google forms: Great for quizzes and asynchronous audience response.
a. Caveat: Google products are blocked on Rady desktop computers

b. Try this Choose Your Own Adventure game or this Ultrasound quiz to see
what Forms can do
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